Congratulations!

Your new Aperion Verus III™ speakers are finally in your hands.

Here are a few tips to help you get your new speakers unpacked as quickly and as easily as possible. We wish you many hours of enjoyment!

- The Aperion Audio Team

1 Open Box and Remove Contents

Since you’re reading this, you’re already half way through this step. Remove the accessory box from the top of the foam and set it aside. Now remove the foam and move on to step 2.

2 Open Bag and Install Feet

Open the velvet bag and expose the bottom of your new speaker. Take the feet out of the accessory box and place them on the front and back of the speaker. (They each only fit one way.) Thread the included screws into the feet, and tighten down with the included Allen key. Be careful not to overtighten the screws. Floor spikes are optional, if you have carpeted floors.

3 Flip Box Over and Reveal...

Now carefully turn the box over and lift it straight up and off. Remove the second foam cap.

All that’s left is to carefully pull the velvet bag off to reveal your new Verus III Tower Speaker.

4 Enjoy the True Sound of Verus III!